The title and subtitle of Iwan Rhys Morus' book indicate a divided loyalty. In making good the subtitle, he offers solid accounts of institutions and activities neglected by the few remaining historians of science who confine their business to an internalist chronicle of advances in high theory and fundamental experiment. Faithful to the usual canons of evidence and argumentation, Morus These are small potatoes, however, when you consider that "electrical experiments could mold politics as much as politics did electricity." Do not think that the meaning of this equality is that neither affected the other. No sirree. "Replacing the Newtonian philosophy with the electrical theory of the universe meant replacing the whole social, political, and religious order that underpinned earlynineteenth-century life."
A final grotesque. "By the 1830s the dominant ethos had shifted away from Enlightenment ideals [progress via association and co-operation]. Scientific discovery and progress were now held to emerge from the workings of isolated genius rather than from dubious cabals such as the Lunar Society with which Priestley had been associated." Let us leave aside whether the Royal Society, the Academie des sciences in Paris, the universities of Europe; and the republic of letters in the later eighteenth century were or are aptly characterized as dubious cabals. Was England in the 1830s distinguished for practising the cult of the isolated scientific genius? No. Then and there the greatest of all clubs for scientific men, the British Association for the Advancement of Science, was founded and waxed exceedingly. This peculiar clubbiness was so conspicuous that Dickens made it a subject of satire. Morus , 1998, pp. xii, 256, £37.50, $59.95 (0-521-58316-0) .
Since the Greeks the category imagination has been configured to belong to poets and gods-far from therapy-seeking doctors, although shamans among doctors interpreted the imagination's dreams; this proprietary status despite the more recent medicalization of the imagination (the article is crucial) as an anatomical region of the corpora fabrica in the Renaissance and Enlightenment. By the time of the French Revolution the imagination had been medicalized (i.e., mechanized, anatomized, physiologized, neuralized) to such degree that it was unthinkable to visualize its operations other than mechanically (these were visual conceptions or pictures in words) or apart from material foundations. Enter Charcot, Freud, and Jung and still another view predominates. Yet 
